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Experiment Design

Human versus Robots in the Discovery and Crystallization of Gigantic
Polyoxometalates
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Abstract: The discovery of new gigantic molecules formed by
self-assembly and crystal growth is challenging as it combines
two contingent events; first is the formation of a new molecule,
and second its crystallization. Herein, we construct a workflow
that can be followed manually or by a robot to probe the
envelope of both events and employ it for a new polyoxometalate cluster, Na6[Mo120Ce6O366H12(H2O)78]·200 H2O (1)
which has a trigonal-ring type architecture (yield 4.3 % based
on Mo). Its synthesis and crystallization was probed using an
active machine-learning algorithm developed by us to explore
the crystallization space, the algorithm results were compared
with those obtained by human experimenters. The algorithmbased search is able to cover ca. 9 times more crystallization
space than a random search and ca. 6 times more than humans
and increases the crystallization prediction accuracy to 82.4 :
0.7 % over 77.1 : 0.9 % from human experimenters.

frame of mind of the experimenter—making important
discoveries difficult to achieve.
Herein, we design and investigate a new approach for
probing the envelope of both the synthesis and the crystallization process of a new polyoxometalate compound with the
formula
Na6[Mo120Ce6O366H12(H2O)78]·200 H2O
(1)
{Mo120Ce6} (Figure 1). Our method is drawn from recent

Understanding the supramolecular self-assembly of com-

plex inorganic molecules poses a difficult problem since it
relies on two contingent events.[1] To make a discovery the
conditions under which the building blocks assemble have to
be found and then the conditions under which the product
aggregates into crystals to be isolated and characterized need
to be identified. The vast number of combinations of the
experimental conditions and the coordination modes of the
transition metals taking part in the building blocks means that
a full exploration of the chemical space of any given
compound would be impossible.[2] For these reasons, the
intuition of experienced chemists is required to design the
appropriate experiments to determine the right conditions for
the isolation of any new products.[3] But intuitions can be
biased by both the current knowledge of the field and the
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the self-assembly of the
{Mo120Ce6} wheel from basic building blocks in polyhedron mode.
Coloring code: {Mo2} red; {Mo8} blue with central atom in cyan;
{Mo1} yellow; Ce green.

advances for active data acquisition in the field of machine
learning, known as active learning.[4] Active learning consists
of methodologies able to decide what experiments to perform
next in order to optimally improve the understanding of the
system at hand. We compare our algorithmic method with
a random screening process in the exploration and modelling
of the crystallization conditions of compound (1). Importantly, we study how human experimenters approached this
specific problem and compare their strategies and performance to our machine-learning approach.
So far, work in this area has been mainly focused on
simulations and only a few studies have involved real
experiments.[5] For example, recently, Wicker and Cooper[6]
applied machine learning methods to draw a map of
crystallinity according to the size of a molecule and its
number of rotatable bonds. Similarly, Oliynyk et al.[7] used
machine learning to predict structures of inorganic binary
compounds of the general formula AB by considering various
atomic and physical properties in their calculations. Of
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